A model for high-pressure binary diffusion coefficient calculation is proposed based on considerations originating from recasting both the low pressure kinetic theory and the Stokes-Einstein infinite dilution expressions into forms consistent with corresponding states theory. These considerations lead to an ansatz that is an expression reflecting departures from the kinetic theory relationship through a division factor that is a function of the reduced species density and that becomes unity in the limit of low pressure gases. Available high pressure data sets extracted from the literature are used to derive correlations for the factor that are eventually categorized according to the species system. The typical uncertainty in these correlations is estimated as 10 to 15 %, with a maximum uncertainty of about 30% for the high density regime.
Introduction
The modeling of combustion phenomena occurring in Diesel, gas turbine and liquid rocket engines requires the accurate knowledge of mass diffusion, Dij, and thermal diffusion, a~i j , coefficients. This is because despite the turbulent environment in the combustion chamber, at supercritical conditions the species molecular transport governs the dissipation (irreversible entropy production) and backscatter, as shown in a recent study [l] . In fact, the dominating effect in the dissipation is that associated with the Fick's diffusion terms, with significant contributions from the multiplied Fick's and Soret (i.e. thermal d f ision) terms. This is in sharp contrast to atmospheric flow turbulence, where viscous effects dominate. Despite the wide range of combustion applications, there are no recent systematic studies devoted to the modeling of molecular diffusion at high pressure conditions [2] ; the same situation prevails for thermal diffusion effects [2] .
Although kinetic theory (KT) gives a firm theoretical basis for low pressure diffusion coefficient expressions (di- critical point), comparable to those of liquids, it may be pertinent to also inquire about typical liquid diffusion calculations. Infinite dilution diffusion in liquids is usually depicted by extending the Stokes-Einstein (SE) hydrodynamic model for motion of very small particles in a liquid down to the molecular size level, but the resulting correlations have only mixed success (
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7]).
At a minimum, diffusion coefficient correlations should be dimensionally consistent; moreover, in conformity with results for other transport properties such as the viscosity, 7, and the thermal conductivity, A, adherence to the principle of corresponding states is deemed appropriate. In this connection, the temperature, T, and p (but not the pressure, p ) are here considered as the relevant primitive variables in correlations since the pure species critical values are closely related to characteristic molecular interaction potential and size. Pressure enters the calculations through the equation of state (EOS); mole fractions, X i , or mass fractions enter through appropriate mixing rules. Particular species of interest include H2, He (as a safe alternative to H2 in experiments), 0 2 , N2 (used in microgravity experiments, and also needed t o model air), alkane hydrocarbons, CnH2,,+2, as representative fuels, and the products of combustion H 2 0 and C02.
In this study we first present existing low p information in terms of corresponding states forms, as a precursor to establishing the strategy for developing a high p relationship. This relationship is next presented and used for binary species correlations based on a multitude of experimental data.
Low pressure relationships

Gases
Low p KT theory has been discussed in where i and j are species indices, k is the Boltzmann constant, mj is the reduced mass, n is the (average) molecular number density, aij denotes the colliiion diameter and RD is the diffusion collision integral in terms of temperature referenced to collision potential scale, ~i j .
Parameters uij and ~i j , along with the form of the function RD are empirically determined; 7 measurements are a major source of parameter values for i = j .
For a pure substance with kT < ~i i , , and thus the effective r, value is 1.28 ) The dependency on the solvent in the form at;j15V$:667 4.88Pj could also be expressed in terms of T, and V,; however, an expression in terms of the acentric factor, w, is sought herein because of easy extension to mixtures. For a pure substance, the correlation , B = (~+ 0 . 4 5 ) " .~'~~+ 0 . 2 7 X~ holds with X A = 1.0 for alkanes (n = 6 -I S ) , benzene and toluene, and with X A = 0 for non-hydrocarbons. This expression is easily extendable to solvent mixtures through a mole fraction average acentric factor, along with the alkane mole fraction in the mixture, X A . The scattering length expression becomes (9) with r, = 1.0 for most solutes. Along with r,, details of our , B fit give for certain solvents an additional multiplier of 1.08 (HzO), 0.91 (H2), or 1.04 ( H e ) . However, liquid solvents with any of these species as a major constituent are not of interest. According to [3], for normal paraffin (alkanealkane) solutions, an expression due to Hayduk and Minhas (see [3]) should be used instead of that in [13]. Calculations with this alternative expression for carbon numbers n = 7 -16 and 300 K< T < 370 K lead to a solvent function dependent on its reduced temperature, T, = T / T , , p j = aTFb where a = 1 -w j / 3 and For species of interest, values from our proffered eq. 9 for l i j deviate from the originals by about 3% or less, well within the accuracy of the SE correlation. This new expression is more convenient than the originals, may be used when properties at Tb are not available (e.g. COz), and may readily be applied to solvents that are not pure (i.e. mixtures). Note that solvent molecular association has not b = 1 . 1 7 w j /~p .~~. 
Since for low p gas, there is no distinction between Dij and D: j (see that eq. 1 is independent of Xi or Xj), the same rule applies. Note that CYD = 1 in the inhite dilution limit; measurements involve a small but finite trace amount of solute into a carrier solvent and deviations from 1 are usually neglected. In fact, CYD measures departures from mixture ideality: for low p ideal gas, QD = 1, however, for liquids OD may differ substantially from 1 (e.g. see examples in 
Modeling of high-pressure diffusion coefficients
To correlate high p diffusion coefficients, the issue is the choice of a proper extension of the low pressure models to high p . Two extensions can be pursued: modify either the K T approach or the SE expressions. Since p is the primitive variable, it is p, that is the pertinent correlation quantity at high p . As an illustration of correlations based on p, rather than p,, the data of [18] feature Nz, Ar and CH4 as trace species in H e at p = 1 -6 MPa (p, > 4) and Fig. 2 [20] ). The scatter in Fig. 3 (E 10% or less) is typical for high p measurements. Data fits are thus somewhat ambiguous; the emphasis is here on capturing data trends in the context of using generic expressions, rather than the most accurate portrayal of values for a specific data set or species pair. Considering both data scatter and the different character of solvent-solute pairs, the Fig. 3 Fig. 2 , although W D increases strongly with p,, not duplicating the dependency of Fig. 2 curves. Therefore, no conclusive results may be obtained with this data.
A recent comprehensive review of available high p diffusion data is that of [19] . About 80% of the data is for CO2 as the solvent. Much of the available data is for species that are not of primary interest for our ultimate purpose (highly polar species, esters, alcohols, etc.) and even when of interest, it is restricted to solvent 1.0 < T,. <
1.1, with lower values dominant (see also [20]
). Unfortunately, as noted before, this leads to possible dfficulty in use of the data due to potential accuracy problems with V values, and also due to ambiguity in the values of CYD (not being 1) . The scatter is large: as much as 15% for one data set at given p,. and T,., and even larger across data sets. Curve 60 = 0 . 0 6~; .~ emulates the variation for acetone in COz, whereas 60 = 0.23~:.'~ emulates the variation with H e as the solvent (Figs. 2 and 3) Fig. 6 , the asymp totic WD 1 : 0.9 -0.8w,o~ute). Having r g M 2 is consistent with the asymmetric, non-simple hydrocarbon molecules becoming 'entangled' (steric effect), increasing the collision crosssection, with consequent reduced diffusion. The decrease in WD (So < 0) could possibly then result from a forced molecular alignment ('semi-clystallization') due to packing at the higher p's, leading to easier slippage of the solute molecules in the solvent. Note that octene in propane or hexane show a minimum in WD in the vicinity of p,. M 1.2 -1.3; the other pairs show a leveling of WD values at larger p,.. The appearance of a minimum mirrors the maximums of alkanes in H e as shown in Fig. 2 . Use of the SE expression to fit the data (for all r, unity) yields a solvent ,B = 0.64 for octene in ethane (510% scatter), 0.96 for octene in hexane ( f 7 % scatter) and 0.80 for the other pairs (515% scatter). Setting r, = 0.83 for octene gives a consistent set of values, , B = 0.53, 0.67, 0.80 for ethane, propane, hexane respectively. For a given fit, ,B 0 : (r,),o~ute. These values are different from those of liquids, which would be near 1. The small , B correspond to large r g . The accuracy of this approach is not superior to the modified KT one, especially with optimized r g and/or asymptotic WD. Its main drawback is the lack of uniform validity for all values of p,. .
From the available data, the ansatz of a generic form for S g may apply for distinct classes of solvent-solute pairs, as follows:
When both solute and solvent are hydrocarbons, it appears that rg M 2 and W D 5 1 (with a form similar to the reference curve of Fig. 6) 
S u m m a r y and conclusions
An ansatz for a calculating high pressure diffusion coefficients has been derived by recasting low pressure gas relationships in a corresponding states form, which is extended at high pressures through a general dependency on the reduced density. Using available data from the literature, correlations were obtained, yielding specific dependencies on the reduced density for different classes of binary species systems. Typical errors in these correlations are 2110 -15%, and with a range of 5 -30%. 
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